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Theyâ€™re is too many ads by hannah_dew on 2021/02/01 00:08 I love this game
but they are so many ad. It is very really annoying when I am just trying to pass my
time and it makes me really mad. The game takes up all of the space in your phone
as well. If it werenâ€™t for all of the ads this game would be a 5 star itâ€™s unfair
that you make it a super hard game and then have like 50 ads after one level. I think
that you should make the ads less frequent and add more features or make your
levels easier if this is going to happen then please tell me so I can see your update. I
am a huge fan of this game",

It's a really good game by Smooshie on 2021/01/13 17:05 The game has great
rewards and I like how it helps with your brain and teaches you math which is pretty
cool because it shows you some cool patterns. The problem with this game in my
opinion is that there are glitches in the app where if you get attacked your back gets
"stuck" to where it can't move away from there. Also I think in my opinion of the game
after you get used to it and learn all the moves it starts getting easier and boring. Also
with the coins, I feel like there should be some free ways to make more money
without having to pay real cash. Like when you log on or maybe even watch some
videos for more coins. Overall it's a really good game.",

Good but... by minecraftgirl_2021 on 2021/02/18 22:32 This game is great i love it but
there are WAYYYY to many ads and the coins arenâ€™t cheap at all. I donâ€™t
mind watching ads for getting coins and what not but I donâ€™t do it all the time like
you guys want me to. I only have a small allowance which means a lot of my money
goes to starving myself on this game. And if you get an ad like once every hour just
be thankful for what you get because 90% of phone apps are like that or even worse.
Anyways it is a great game and I love it but there are some glitches. Like when
Iâ€™m clearing the road, I have to tap on the broom to be able to sweep and keep
tapping until it unlocks which causes me to lose a lot of lives. Also you could fix one of
the new updates where coins and gems and tickets go away sometimes. Sometimes
they donâ€™t even go away if you got them from one of the game features. And
those features are part of getting coins and gems. What about lucky tickets? And if
you have this problem too then just tap until it unlocks then get off for like 5 minutes or



so then re-open the game. That usually fixes it. Also please fix the issue with the
ticket counter. I donâ€™t know what it is but Iâ€™ve been watching a lot of videos
and forums and they say that if your game is running slow then you should get rid of
the â€œGreatest Hitsâ€• feature but you donâ€™t get any more coins or like any
more credit for using that feature. Itâ€™s just a wasted ability.",

ðŸ˜€ by Kilty2021 on 2021/10/02 00:16 This is such a fun game, and Iâ€™m so glad I
found this one once again. The graphics are very clear and high quality. The game is
easy to play, and the instructions are easy to follow. The adds are not bad at all, as
theyâ€™re not too annoying or intrusive. The game itself is very fun and super
addicting! If you download this game, make sure that you get it now! You will love it!!",

Too many ads by Pooptart on 2021/08/20 15:40 It's kind of annoying how often you
have to watch ads. I mean, an ad after like every two or three levels is fine, but then
they also have ads that pop up if you don't choose the right word..and those are
frustrating as well. The game itself is addicting and fun, but I feel like it's hard to
progress in the game without looking for answers online..",

The game's website also has a hit counter that updates every five minutes. The game
also tracks player activity by awarding quest coins based on how many games have
been played and how quickly they are completed in the app. The rarer a card is used
in a match the more coins earned.",
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On December 12, 2021, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2:
Bukimi no Tane)" for Android as a free app (it is not available on iOS). This "Coin
Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots".
The game was released in Japan initially as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters"
series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This
version contains microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an
ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of 3.0
out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 3.0 out of 5 stars (out of
1 vote).",

free coins on coin master

Users have criticized Coin Master for its monotony and reliance on making users pay
real money to progress in the game. A user review on iTunes complains that it is "just
another collect-a-thon with a coin motif". The developer of Coin Master has countered
this criticism by stating that they do not believe in "pay to win" video games and hope
to provide their users with a fun and engaging experience.",
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Fun but.. by The redhead cat on 2021/11/24 00:04 I love this game but the only thing
is that ads keep popping up when you're just trying to play. I have a iPad so it's not a
small screen and I know it's not my WiFi because all other games don't have that
problem. It keeps happening when I'm in the middle of playing, which makes me lose
and I just hate that part about it.",
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Noooooo by Binkybunnykitty2021 on 2021/11/02 15:06 There is wayyyy too many ads
in this game. It is so frustrating. I lose my lives because of all the ads. I spend money
to get better equipment and try to get more lives but then the app glitches and logs
me out. Then I am stuck with only a couple of lives left. Then when I go back on the
app, it deletes half of my stuff that I worked hard to get, like levels that took me hours
and days to complete. I would not recommend this game to anyone.",
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On October 12, 2021, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2:
Bukimi no Tane)" for iOS as a free app (it is not available on Android). This "Coin
Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots".
The game was released in Japan initially as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters"
series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This
version contains microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an
ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of 3.0
out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 4.0 out of 5 stars (out of
1 vote).",
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Coin Master is also available for Windows Phone 8 devices. The game can be
downloaded directly from Windows Phone/Windows Store or from the official Google
Play store. The classic Cardboard Mode was created by Andreas FÃ¶rstl for both iOS
and Android devices including but not limited to iPod Touch, iPad & iPhone. It was
inspired by various arcade games that would allow players to play with their own
heads as a reference. Cardboard Mode was released as a premium in-app purchase
for "Coin Master" and was available for Android devices on Google Play on August
14, 2021. The iOS version of the app has been removed from the App Store.",

In October 2021, United Pixelworkers announced that they had partnered with game
publisher Humble Bundle to make the companyâ€™s September Humble Monthly
subscription service available on "Coin Master" mobile devices.",
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Won't let me watch a video by Halvpony on 2021/11/24 22:17 This game is great. It's
not the same as before because the coin and gem system but it's still fun to play and
a good time waster. It's just that when I try to watch a video to get coins or gems, the
ad never plays! I'll keep trying though because I love this game so much.",

Awesome game, but.. by Rachel ðŸ•• on 2021/08/03 17:48 This is a great game!! I've
been playing it for months now and I still have no words left! You can also do timed
puzzles which is always super fun. However, I hate that you have to wait a certain
amount of time before you can do another level. That's stupid and I really don't
understand why anyone would want to do that!",
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Though Coin Master has seen only one official English release, it has been translated
into several different languages due to its use of open source code. "Coin Master:
Space Invaders" has received a tiered rating of 4.8 out of 5 stars (out of 7 votes), with
a user review stating that "Coin Master is a great game, well worth the full price".
Moon Active's " Coin Master " series has been translated into different languages due
to its open source nature.  "Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2: Bukimi no Tane)"
has received a rating of 4 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user review on Google
Play.",

The game's art-style was inspired by the 8-bit imagery of 2021s games, as well as by
paintings and sculptures from the time. The artwork for the coin characters was based
on photographs from real coins. The process of designing each coin character took
around one hundred man hours. The game is built on a framework of Unity. It was
written in C# for iOS, UnityEngine.dll for Android, and Monkey X (Monkey Engine) for
PC versions.",
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In May 2021 Moon Active announced that they had signed an agreement with Disney
to expand upon Coin Master through multiple video game projects including a new
mobile title, which was announced to be released as "Coin Master 2: Disney's Wreck
It Ralph". The agreement gives Moon Active access to Marvel and Disney movies,
characters, and intellectual property. The developer of Coin Master cited the success
they had developing "Coin Master 3: Wreck It Ralph" in getting this new partnership
with Disney.",
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On February 22, 2021, Moon Active released Coin Master: Star Wars "(Kasegi 3:
Chikyuu no Houkou)" for iOS as a paid app (it is not available on Android). This "Coin
Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Star Wars". The
game was released in Japan initially as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters" series.
However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This version
contains microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an ad-free
version. The user review for Coin Master: Star Wars is composed of 4.5 out of 5 stars
(out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 5 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote).",
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